ATTENTION

M. I. Students—1916.

— CALL AT —

480 Boylston St. 2nd Floor
Opp. Roger's Bldg

For —

Drawing Supplies
Reliable Goods

AT LOWEST PRICES

SLIDE RULES

FROST & ADAMS CO

WHY NOT JOIN THE

2nd Company

Coast Artillery

CORPS

Mass. Volunteer Militia?

The South Armory is now fully equipped with up-to-date Fire Control and Imaging
Finding equipment and guns will be installed as soon as possible. The work is
ongoing, and should be interesting to "College men," for days out of duty at the
harbor fort.

Regular drills at the Armory Monday nights.

Come and see us.

Albert L. Kendall (M. I. T.'94) once.

"THE OLD CORNER"

BOOK STORE

(Continued from Page 2.)

Standard and New Books

MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC:BOOKS

Subscription Received

for all English and American Periodicals.

All Students Text Books,

27 and 29 Bromfield Street

BOSTON, MASS.

FOR DRESS AFFAIRS

Shirts and Coats must be absolutely

immaculate. Nothing but the

best quality materials will be

used. We make a specialty of

High Class Laundry work. Send all kinds of

collar and cuffs with confidence that when

you come to take them they will

be clean just as they should be and as good

as new.

CROWN LAUNDRY

510 Dudley Street

TELEPHONE 309 EMBURY

JUNIOR CLASS HAS

PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN

Three Hundred Members Present

For Picture for Technique.

Yesterday noon about three hundred

members of the Junior class assembled

on Rogers' steps, on the platform and

in the arches, that one might have

a real picture for the Technique. This year

a different photographer was

engaged to attempt the great task, and

he kept himself to it with great

success. Ten Freshmen were given for

the group, but freely selected from the group

that threw the maps, and then managed

about fifteen minutes of nervous hair-

raising and cost and mocking adjutant.

The faultless and daring photographer

attempted six experiments and asked for

some more at the finish, because after each

experiment was tried on further trials by loud cheering. Between two

of the pictures the class and one of

its most active members gave an

excellent exhibition of cheer, giving a

regular M. L. T. cheer and We are

happy, overflowing with class spirit and enthusiasm. Due to the great ag-

gregation of towns in the United

States, many of which are

immense, it is impossible to

make a map as a whole, although

the Geological Survey has

issued a similar one. Most of

the commercial maps, though

accurate, are full of errors. For

a superficial study of the country

the ordinary map may serve the

purpose, but when one finds a town 5 or

6 miles out of position with reference to

a railroad or some other town he

realizes that the present ordinary

map is not satisfactory.
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